Archer Collection
Make a bold statement in your outdoor space with the contemporary style of the Archer Collection. Expertly
crafted using premium, outdoor-grade materials, the Archer Collection is unlike any other. Available in dining
and deep-seating categories, each set features thick, open-weave frames, angular chair designs, tempered-glass
tabletops, thick seat cushions, and a coordinating accent pillow for each seat. The heavy-duty steel frames are
finished with a multi-step powder coat that provides reliable resistance to weather, rust, and corrosion. Wide
straps of gray, all-weather resin are woven on the frames by hand, creating an intricate open-weave texture that
naturally catches the eye and invokes a closer look. Create the perfect venue for backyard entertaining with the
Archer Collection.
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Designed with premium, outdoor-grade materials that last year after year
Archer designs include a 7-piece dining set and a deep-seating lounge set
Handcrafted, open-weave design adds style and texture to its surroundings
Thick cushions and accent pillows complement the gray resin frames
Outdoor fabric is soft to the touch, dries quickly, and resists fading
High-performance powder coating provides extended protection against rust, scratches, and UV harm
Low-maintenance and easy to clean
Some assembly required
1-year limited warranty

These are preliminary specifications and are subject to change

For more information on Hanover Products visit: www.hanover-products.com

The Archer Collection

Chairs

Dining
Chair

Deep-Seating
Loveseat

Deep-Seating
Arm Chair

Fabric Color

Silver Linings

Silver Linings

Silver Linings

Wicker Color

Gray

Gray

Gray

Frame Material

Steel

Steel

Steel

22.4"D x 27.3"W x 34.5"H

32.5"D x 50"W x 33"H

32.5"D x 26.3"W x 32.8"H

22 lbs.

50 lbs.

30 lbs.

Seat Dimensions

20"D x 20"W x 16"H

25.6"D x 48"W x 16.4"H

25.6"D x 24"W x 16.4"H

Weight Capacity

225 lbs.

550 lbs.

300 lbs.

Overall Dimensions
Overall Weight

Tables

Shape
Wicker Color
Overall Dimensions
Overall Weight
Table Top Material
Weight Capacity
Table Umbrella
Compatibility

Glass-Top
Dining Table

Glass-Top
Coffee Table

Rectangle

Rectangle

Gray

Gray

42"D x 72"W x 28"H

20"L x 43"W x 18"H

86 lbs.

28 lbs.

Tempered Glass

Tempered Glass

200 lbs.

75 lbs.

Yes

No
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